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THE COMMON FIELDS OF LITTLE CROSBY

BY FRANK TYRER, M.A., B.SC.

S INCE Mr. Youd inspected the records of Little Crosby, 
three plans of the manor and two drawings of field divisions 

have been found among the Blundell of Crosby muniments. 
Two of the plans are dated 1702 and 1741; the third appears to 
be about 1830. The drawings show field divisions in 1741 and 
1751. All of them are helpful in interpreting the history of the 
common fields.

In the "Great Hodge Podge", a manuscript now at Crosby 
Hall, there is the following list of buttlands in Little Crosby 
Field. It was written in 1623 by William Blundell the Recusant, 
but was copied from a list written by his father, Richard 
Blundell, who died 19 March 1591. William put in brackets the 
names of the tenants in possession in 1623.

Thomas Rothwell 
William Arnolde 
John Rysse 
Edward Rysse 
ux Richi Tarleton 
Raphe Starkey 
Edward Rysse 
Raphe Starkey 
Edward Rysse 
John Rysse 
William Arnolde 
Symon Worrall 
Hughe Farrar 
Thomas Marrowe 
Richarde Marrowe 
William Arnolde 
Thomas Marrowe 
John Longroe 
Peter Stocke 
Raphe Starkey

BAXTELANDS

2 halland [half-lands] (now to Rothwell)
1 lande
1 L
1 L
1 L
1 L
1 L
1 L
1 L
1 L
1 L
2h.l.
2h.l.
1 h.l.
1 h.l.
1 L
1 blacke h.l
1 black h.l.
1 black h.l.

(Bartons)

(Bartons) 

(Howards)

(Howard)

Hughe Fairer 
Raphe Starkie 
Edward Rysse 
Thomas Marrowe

TWINGATES

2L 
1 L 
2L 
1L
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Henrye Williamson 2 L
Hughe Fairer 3 L
John Rysse 1 L
John Reignolde 1 L
William Garston 1 L
James Harvie 1 L
Henrie Williamson 1 h.l.
John Reignolde 1 h.l.
Richard Marrowe 3 h.l.
William Garston 1 h.l.
Peter Stocke 1 h.l.
William Arnold 1 h.l.
Richard Marrowe 4 h.l.
Thomas Rothwell 2 h.l.
John Longroe 1 h.l.
John Rysse 1 h.l.
John Reignold 1 h.l.
Edwarde Rysse 4 h.l.
John Rysse 1 h.l.
Williamson Garston 1 h.l.
Hughe Farrer 1 h.l.

(Tickle) 

(Barton)

(Tickle) 
(Howard)

(Tickle) 

(Ellen Davie)

(Barton) 
(Tickle)

PLENTIE LANDS

Richard Garthes
John Reignolde
John Longroe
Hughe Farrer
William Blundell Esq.
ux Richi Tarleton
Tarleton . . . got som
Peter Stocke
Raphe Starkey
Thomas Marrowe
Hughe Fairer
Peter Stocke
James Harvie
ux Richi Tarleton
Edwarde Rysse
John Reignold
Peter Stocke
Hughe Farrer

lh.1.
1 L
1 L
2L
5L
5 h.l.

grante of his [torn off]
1 h.l.
2 h.l.
lh.1.
1 h.l.
lh.1.
lh.1.
1 L
2L
1 L
2L
2L

(Tickle)

(Elin Davy)

(Jo: Answorth)

(Howard)

(Howard)
(Answorth)

Raffe Starkey 
Hughe Fairer 
Edwarde Rysse 
William Garston 
Edward Rysse 
William Blundell Esq. 
Symon Worrall 
John Longroe 
John Reignold 
Edwarde Rysse 
Thomas Marrow 
John Reignold 
Henrie Williamson 
Richard Marrow

CROOKELANDS

1 L
2L
1L
1L
1 L
6L
1L
1 L & 1 Farthing
lh.1.
1 h.l.
2 h.l. 
1 h.l. 
1 h.l. 
2L

(Howard) 

(Tickle)

(Davy) 

(William Marow)



Edwarde Rysse
Raphe Starkey \ 
Henry Williamson / 
John Reignolde 
Raphe Starkey 
Thomas Marrowe
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SIXE BUTTS

1 Butte
1 Butte
2 Butte 
1 Butte 
1 Butte
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(Howard) 

(Howard)

Richarde Marrowe 
William Arnolde 
Thomas Burghe 
Richarde Marrow 
Peter Stocke & 1 
Richarde Marrow J 
Edward Rysse 
John Longroe 
Richard Garthes 
ux Richi Tarleton 
Raffe Starkey 
John Longroe 
Richarde Garthes 
Henrie Williamson 
Richarde Garthes 
ux Richi Tarleton

UNDER THE YARDS

1 L 
1 L 
2L 
1 L
1 L
1 L 
3 L 
2L 
2L 
1 L 
1 L 
1 L 
2L 
1 L 
1 L

(Tilsey)

(Davy widow)
(Tickle)
(Answorth)
(Howard)
(Widow Davy)
(Harryson)

(Harryson) 
(Answorth)

William Arnolde 
ux Richi Tarleton 
Henrie Williamson 
William Arnolde 
Thomas Rothwell

CLAYFIELDE 

Ih.I.

1 L
Ih.I.
2h.l.

(Answorth) 

(Arnold by exec.)

The plans which have recently come to light mark the 
Baxtiland or Backstyeland, Twingates and Clayfield, but not 
the Plentie Lands, Crookelands, Sixe Butts or Under the Yards.

The "Great Hodge Podge" gives similar information about 
Woodholme, a field about three-quarters of a mile north-west 
of Town Field adjacent to the village. Mr. Youd stated that in 
Little Crosby no acreages were given of the fields, but it will 
be seen that here acreages are given (see chart on p. 40).

The "new" plans show two common fields in the manor of 
Little Crosby in addition to Woodholme, which Mr. Youd 
described as common meadow. The field adjacent to the village, 
and admirably discussed by Mr. Youd, consisted of the 
Backstyelands, Tweengates, Scoperells, Clayfield and Town 
Field, the largest part. About a mile and a half to the north-west 
there was a second common field as large, if not larger, than the 
one near the village, and consisting of Seafield, Highfield, 
Short Field and Hook Field. The 1702 plan, made by Joseph

E
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A note of everie mans grownde in Woodholme, taken out of a note written by 
Richard Blundell Esqr: beginning by Woodholme gate 1623.

John Longroe
Henrie Williamson
John Reignolde
Peter Stocke
Hughe Farrer
Edwarde Rysse
Raffe Starkey
Hughe Farrer
Willm Arnolde
Richarde Marlowe
Hughe Farrer
Peter Stocke
John Longroe
ux Richi Tarleton
Symon Worrall
Henrie Williamson
John Reignold
Edwarde Rysse
Thomas Marrowe
Symon Worrall
Hughe Farrer
Peter Stocke
Thomas Marrowe
Wm Blundell Esqr
John Reignolde
Henrie Williamson
Hughe Farrer
Peter Stocke
John Rysse
Thomas Burghe
Symon Worrall
John Longroe
Hughe Farrer
Peter Stocke
John Longroe
Raffe Starkey &\ 
Edwarde Rysse /

Acres

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

Dim 111 
ac.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Roodlands

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

0

0
0

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Failed

1
7, dim
7, dim
7, dim
7, dim

23
6

39, di
31, di

15
19
9
6

22, di
25

32, di
32, di

30
37
9
5

17, di
17, di
16, di
15, di
14, di

11
38
38
26
27
17
17
34

24, di

Yards

14
14
14
14
29
38
10

12

8

16
49

Note that my Fathers note here above mentioned, (instead of dyvers names 
here sett downe) had the names of those whoe in [torn off] when this note was 
 written, wear the tenants or owners of each severall parcell of grownd here 
mentioned.

W: Blundell.

(1) Dim is the abbreviation for dimidium, meaning one half. Fall otfalle means 
here a square rod or pole. It is sometimes used for linear measure, and then is 
yet another name for rod, pole or perch. A rod/all is the distance over which 
a measuring rod or perch falls.
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Hawley for Nicholas Blundell, is chiefly concerned with land 
held in demesne. Consequently it names no parts of the second 
common field. But the 1741 plan, drawn by John Eyes, shows 
details of all the common fields. Short Field and Hook Field 
were still divided into butts, or into larger holdings made by 
consolidating several neighbouring butts. Highfield consisted 
of sixteen small fields and Seafield of ten. It would appear that 
they were formerly divided into butts, but by 1741 had been 
amalgamated into the several small fields, each consisting, it 
would seem, of three, four or five butts. Mr. Youd refers to 
documents' 2 ' mentioning the four great butts in the Sea Field 
reaching "quyte thorowe the said fielde". On the 1830 plan the 
sixteen divisions in Highfield have become five larger ones, and 
the ten in Seafield have become nine. The butts have disappeared 
from Short Field, which is now one field, and from Hook Field, 
which is now one large field and one small one called Field 
Croft.

This evidence of two common fields is undeniable, but is 
probably explained by regarding the first field as the common 
field for Little Crosby, and the second for the Morehouses 
(Moorhouses), the name given to the north end of the manor. 
Indeed the title of the 1741 plan is "A Plan of the Townships of 
Little Crosby and Moorhouses". The Morehouses was part of 
Little Crosby manor, but was organised as a separate unit.

A field of some interest in the account of the common fields 
is Healbank (Healdbank, Hailbank) lying in Little Crosby but 
separated by a lane only from the common field in the More- 
houses. It is shown on the 1702 plan as demesne land. On the 
1741 plan Healbank and Healbank Dibbs and Crofts are shown 
as two fields in the lord's hands. On the 1830 plan Healbank 
still remains one field, but Healbank Dibbs has been divided 
into three smaller fields. Healbank was once divided into closes, 
and William Blundell in the "Great Hodge Podge" gives details.

"Anno Domini
1607

A Rentale of all the closes in the Healdbancke got from the purification of our 
B.Ladie last past for the tearme of seaven years then next following for pasture or 
medow; to whom, for what sumes, & how much every Fielde containeth. The 
rent to be paid yearly at the feast of St Michaell the Archangell.

1. Imprimus. The Watergate Field sett to Richard Hatton, 
& Symon Wyrall, for 13s-4d. an acre conteininge in all 
fyve acres one Roodland & 24 falles .. .. .. £3 12s.

2. Item The Nichols Field sett to William mercer & 
Oswald Hogge. wth others for twelve shillinges an 
acre, contayninge six Acres halfe a Roodeland onefalle 
&an halfe &24yardes.. .. .. .. .. £3 13s. 8d.

m DDFo/13/39 and DDB1/51/47, Lancashire Record Office.
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"3. The hiegher Middlefield, sett to William Mercer, 
Oswald Hogge & others, for tenne shillings an Acre, 
conteininge sixe Acres one Roodeland & six falles .. £3 2s 10 ob.

4. The Lower Middle field sett to William Mercer, Oswald 
Hogg, & the rest for thirteene shilinge four pence an 
Acre contayninge sixe Acres, one Ropde land, & seven £4 3s 1 Id.

5. 6. The milkinge hey & that above it sett to Thomas 
Burghe, John Rysse, Rauffe Starkey, Hughe Fairer 
for thirteene shillinge fowre pence an Acre, contayning 
Eight Acres & an half .. .. .. .. .. £5 13s 4d.

Summa totalis .. .. £20 5s 9d. ob.

The totall 32 Akers, 2 Roodes & 27 falles, besydes 
the Patch as it should seeme."

The plans and the drawings show some interesting details of 
the process of amalgamation and subsequent enclosure. By 1741 
the Backstyelands had been completely enclosed as four fields 
held as "Rothwell's, Thomas Ratcliffe's, Richard Tickle's and 
John . . . per's Backstyelands". The Tweengates had become 
the Millfield and was divided into four fields Lord Molyneux's 
Land, William Harrison's Millfield and John Marrow's 
Millfield. The fourth field, the Scoperells, adjoining the wind 
mill, the village cross and the village, was still held in butts and 
was shown as forming part of Town Field. Some of the butts 
had been consolidated to form larger units.

Nicholas Blundell the Diarist died on 21 April 1737, and was 
succeeded by his daughter Frances, who had married Henry 
Peppard, a Liverpool merchant. Whether as a business man, 
Peppard realised the disadvantages entailed in farming fields 
divided into a number of narrow strips or not, he certainly 
enclosed and consolidated a large number of small butts in the 
common fields between 1741 and 1751. This was carried out 
notwithstanding the protests of several of the tenants involved 
in the exchanges protests not against enclosure in principle 
but against certain exchanges. Fortunately, details of this 
consolidation are preserved on plans of three fields, White 
Croft, the Scoperells, and part of Town Field, as they were 
in 1741 and 1751. The details for the Scoperells are as follows: 

[In 1741] 
"Jon. Marrows Mill field or Scoperell field 
Rothwells Scoperell

Foot road to Great Crosby

James Marrows Scoperell . . 
Wm. Greys Scoperell 
Jon. Marrows Scoperell 
Wm. Harrisons Scoperell . . 
Ri. Tickles . .

ac. 
1 
0

0

0 
0 
0 
0 
0

r. 
0 
0

0

0 
0 
0 
1 
0

P- 
0

34

10

16
33 
20 
17 

8
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TICHP 175L
5ornc of rtic il'ove (Pis cxd\zxv5ed. 
for buts tn iDillfccId or Smpiittal» 

. t- 6omc for Butr? itt rtic ToWiiftelLl 
&cW the ffliL-ilhcN^. as lij be seen 
by ific flfepps pfllKm.

Figure 4.
Consolidation of butts in Whitecroft, Little Crosby, between 1741 and 

1751. These diagrams are based on a plan in the Tenants' Book.
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[By 1751 most of these butts had been amalgamated]
Jon. Marrows Milfield or Scoperell field which was made up of 

a. r. p. 
his own Scoperell field .. .. .. .. .. 1 0 0
W. Rothwells. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 34
Jas. Marrows. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 16
Wm Grays .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 33
part of Jon. Marrows .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 10
and the foot road .. .. .. .. .. .. 0 0 10

In all .. 1 2 23"

[The remainder, Oa. lr. 35p., had been added on to the neighbouring Crossfield. 
Between these two fields a new foot road to Great Crosby had been made to 
replace the one newly included in John Marrow's Millfield.]

The main part of the common field to the south-west of the 
Backstyelands and Tweengates, towards Great Crosby, had, by 
1741, been enclosed into thirteen fields. This comprised slightly 
more than half of it. The remainder of this main part, except for 
some land held by Lord Molyneux, was still held in butts, varying 
slightly in size. The Clayfield was three fields with no butts.

By 1830, the butts had all disappeared. The Backstyelands 
were exactly as they had been in 1741. Part of Tweengates, 
now shown as Mill Meadow, had been enclosed within the park 
land of Crosby Hall, as also had the Scoperells and the Back 
styelands, when the wall round the park was built early in the 
nineteenth century. Town Field had become sixteen fields and 
Clayfield four.

Throughout the period covered by these plans, Woodholme 
shows similar changes. In 1702 it was divided into butts. In 
1741 the butts had gone and it was then divided into twelve 
fields and another marked "Lord Molyneuxs Land". In 1830 
the whole of this area was ten fields. By this time the Blundells 
of Crosby had bought all the land in Little Crosby held formerly 
by Lord Molyneux.

Behind the village of Little Crosby on the seaward side of it 
and close to the common field is a field which Mr. Youd did 
not mention Town Meadow. On the 1702 and 1741 plans it is 
given as demesne land and on all three plans it is shown as one 
field without any butts. It is not clear whether this field was 
given its name just because it was adjacent to the township or 
whether at one time it was common meadow before it became 
demesne land. Certainly in those leases which I have studied 
so far in the Tenants Books' 3) for Little Crosby, there is never 
any mention of a tenant holding any land or having any rights 
in Town Meadow.

131 Incidentally, Mr. Youd wrongly refers to the Tenants Books (DDB1/54/41 
and 42; as the Tenement Book (p. 16).
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The Tenants Books quite clearly indicate, as Mr. Youd 
states on page 25, that tenants were engaged in farming not 
only in the common field but also in enclosed land. James 
Ryce, who lived by the town well in Little Crosby, held the 
following parcels of land in Town Field in 1676 

	 Bushels
Butts seeding

"Baxtilands .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 7
Twingates .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 5
Plenty lands .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 4
Crook land .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 6
Wallhallands .. .. .. .. .. 2 3i
Six Butts .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 1
Under yards .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2
Ban Butt .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 2
Sunny lands .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 4
Sunny lands more .. .. .. .. .. 3 6J
White croft .. .. .. .. .. .. 5 10
Scoprells .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 4

Total .. 28 54i" 

But he also farmed the following: 

"The yard Orchard and Garden conteyning 1 Rood
The croft betwixt the house and Davyes adjoining to the town Lane.
The Croft on the Backsyd adjoyning to the Town meadow, one Aker.
The new hey joyning to the south side of the higher end of the Ackers Lane,
lac. 3r. . .
In Woodholme, lac. 3r.
In the Mosse, one field, 3 Acres.
In the Green hey half an acre at the least.
On the north side of the Cow hey doe ly certaine enclosed grownds belonging 

to this Tenement, which do abutt towards the West upon Crosby march  
These enclosed grownds doe ly as it were square and doe conteyne 6 Closes 
in this forme. I doe take them to Conteine fully 8 Acres."

With reference to Mr. Youd's note (page 17) on merestones, 
the following extract from the Tenants Book (DDB1/54/41) is 
of interest: 

"This present 29 of September 1675 Bryan Bryanson declares to me William 
Blundell that when he was of the Jury for the Mannor of Little Crosby (John 
Johnson being then fore-man) there were by him & the sayd Jury som Mair 
Stons set to bound som grownds in the Town field which were exchanged between 
William Harryson & Richard Tickle & that the said William Harryson, Richard 
Tickle & allso the Wife of the said Richard did all of them declare their consents 
to the said Exchang. William Bryanson doth likwise witness the same."

The following extract from one of William Blundell's docu 
ments (DDB1/48/40) refers to the meering of Town Field.

Wheras it was lately moved to me by som of the Jurry that I would give my 
consent that an order might be made at the court for stinting the number of such 
cattle as shall be put in the Town field according to the proportion of every mans 
Ground therein, I do now declare that I am willing that such an order be made at 
any tyme within the space of one year and a half after this present 18th of 
February 1666 provided that by mutuall consent every mans ground in the said
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field be first meered out by the Jury, and that likewise a stint be made for the 
pastureing of all other grounds or commons in this Lordship, which are now 
pastured in common without stint.

Will: Blundell Feb. 18. 1666

In the autumn of 1960 a farmer at Little Crosby sent me word 
that while ploughing he had come across a large block of 
sandstone. The stone was roughly rectangular, 20 x 8 x 8 
inches. It was probably a merestone, and from its position 
possibly one marking land in the old Backstyelands.

A document dates 1275 (4) concerning a division of land in 
Little Crosby is probably the first giving details of butts, 
banbutts, lands and half lands held in the common field and 
also in Woodholme, and of the people who held them. Blundell 
of Crosby deeds of the fourteenth century record early ex 
changes of butts. In September 1381, for example, Robert of the 
Morehouse held a parcel of land in Morehouses next to one 
held by Hugh Jonson of Formby. By an exchange Robert 
obtained possession of this parcel and consolidated the two 
parcels into one. 161 This practice went on fairly extensively. 
An interesting series of grants refers to Morehouse Meadow, 
which incidentally is not shown on the 1702, 1741 and c. 1830 
plans. Adam Lightfoot of the Morehouses seems to have been 
consolidating his holdings in Morehouse Meadow, for between 
November 1341 and March 1343 he obtained the following 
grants of land: 

1. Lease for 11 years from 11 November 1341: part of the land of Roger son of 
Adam son of William of Little Crosby at "the Morehouses in Crosseby 
Medowe". (DDB1/51/16).

2. Grant of all Roger's land in "the Morehouses Medowe in Little Crosseby", 
3 February 1342/3. (DDB1/51/17).

3. Grant of all Roger's part of "Crosseby Medowe at the Morhouses in Little 
Crosseby", 12 March 1342/3. (DDB1/51/18)

A Blundell document dated 5 November 1705 gives details 
of another agreed exchange of butts between three tenants: 

Richard Harryson gives in exchange with Mr Richard Butler these following 
parcells. One Butt on the Whitecroft adioyning to the high way on the Southeast 
side adioyning to Mr Butlers (formerly belonging to Stock) on the Northweast 
side and one other parcell adioyning on the Northwest side of the said Mr 
Butlers both which parcells contain about 5 bushell & a halfe seeding of Barly. 
In lieu whereof the said Mr Butler gives to the said Richard Harryson One Butt 
on the Tweengates lately belonging to Thomas Marrow Senior containing about 
2 bushell & J seeding. One parcell on the Clayfield lying Between Edward 
Howard & Richard Harryson about 2 bushell & J seeding.

The same time Richard Harryson exchanges these following parcells with 
Edward Howard vizt 2 bushell & J seeding on the Clayfield which was mentioned

141 DDB1/50/16, L.RO. 
151 DDB1/51/32, L.R.O.
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to be had as above from Mr Butler & 3 & | belonging to his own Tenement & 
lying on the Clayfield next to the 2 & i last above on the Northwest side. In lieu 
whereof the said Edward Howard gives to the said Richard Harryson these 
parcells vizt 3 several! butts or parcells on the Tweengates being all the said 
Edward hath on that shoot being about 6 Bushells & i seeding or thereabouts. 
These Exchanges above are allowed of by me

Nicholas Blundell And agreed upon by us 
Richard Hamsun 
John Harrow in behalfe of Edward Howard.


